
Before the start to seek out romantic 
relationships, young guys need to be comfortable 
and confident within themselves. However, they 
feel paralysed between their need for vulnerable 
conversations and the pressure to conform to 
traditional measures of masculinity. 

They already have the supportive network they 
need within their existing male relationships –
they just don’t know it yet!

We’re going to get the young guys of Australia to 
talk more often, and more openly by giving away 
free mobile data with every purchase of a LYNX 
‘MatesPack’. 

To access their free mobile data, mates will have 
to split the pack and follow instructions to submit 
an anonymous rating on their mate. Only once 
they have done that will they be able to access 
their free shared data. These ratings will then be 
used as our creative, helping us bring light to the 
value of healthy male relationships.  

Made for sharing.



2“Men and emotions:, MensLineAustralia, 2020 

of males said that growing up, they 

were told a ‘real man’ behaves in a 

certain way. 

However, the ‘real man’ of yesterday does not 
translate to the adolescents of today.
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*The Men’s Project & Flood, M, (2018) The Man Box: A Study on Being a Young Man in Australia. Jesuit Social Services: Melbourne.

We can see a clear 
difference between how 
young men perceive the 
pressures of manhood and 
their personal agreement
with them.
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And whilst the majority reject the idea of a ‘real man’, 
they aren’t being vocal about it, as it’s easier to belong 
than to be different. 

This continued silence leads to a vicious cycle where 
guys aren’t validating each other’s differences. This 
results in them having low confidence to show 
vulnerability and be themselves. 

How can they be, what they can’t see?

*Own Research. ‘Men: Let’s Talk 2020’ survey [50 young males]
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Break the cycle of silence and let their guard down 

around their mates  

They already have the supportive network they 

need within their existing male relationships –

they just don’t know it yet!

Young guys feel paralysed between their need for 

vulnerable conversations and the pressure to 

conform to traditional measures of masculinity

Young Aussie guys

Don’t agree with society’s definition of ‘being a man’ 

but remain silent to avoid social rejection

Bringing out the best in male 

friendships to boost their 

confidence as they start to figure 

out who they really are.
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We need to get young guys talking more often, and 
more openly with their mates. So, we’ll give away 
free mobile data with every purchase of a LYNX
‘MatesPack’. 
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First point of call: Sharing 
is caring. Be a good mate 
and gift one bottle from 

your MatesPack to a 
friend! 

But how can you 
tell if they’ve 
done that? 

Only once each friend has 
submitted their ‘Mate Rating’ 
via the LYNX website using 
the on-pack QR code, they 
will both be able to unlock 

their free data

Where does their 
rating of each 

other go?

It’s going public, baby! We want to 
build each other up (while talking a 

tiny bit of smack) to get young 
guys thinking about how valuable 

their mates are   

We’ll activate messaging around 
out MatesPack first

Through mass reach channels to 
entice them with our offer

Using their Mate Ratings as a 
way to shine light on positive 
male friendships via media

Eventually extending this to all male 
relationship across generations

Made for sharing.



TASK

MEDIA APPROACH

MEDIA BEHAVIOURS

CHANNELS

CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES
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Improve recall of LYNX message, Increase in sales and brand affinity 

Drive penetration through mass reaching digital channels to clearly 

deliver the LYNX message to our audience  

Raise awareness around Mates Rates and the new LYNX mission

Increase in positive sentiment and attitudes around LYNX brand

Incite engagement via contextualised and hyper-targeted media

Begin to shift long-term attitudes around LYNX with adolescent boys 

and their parents 

SEM

JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

DIGITAL AUDIO (SPOTIFY)

SOCIAL (IG, TIKTOK, SNAP)

MICRO-INFLUENCERS

VIDEO (YOUTUBE, TWITCH)  

DOOH

BUDGET ALLOC.

$300,000

$1,000,000TOTAL

$100,000

$180,000

$85,000

$250,000

$35,000 

Social (Instagram, TikTok, Snapchat), Digital OOH, Video (YouTube, 

Twitch), Digital Audio (Spotify)
Micro-Influencers, SEM, Digital display, Social (Instagram, TikTok, 

Snapchat) 

DIGI DISPLAY $50,000 



It’s low effort yet 

high reward for the 

target audience 

User-generated 

creative gives our 

audience a sense 

of ownership over 

the brand

It gets people to 

buy the product 

from the outset

Establishes the role the 

LYNX can play in the 

positive development 

of young men 


